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Happy Thursday,
 

This is the twenty-seventh monthly update email for the Chisos Circle. For those

that are new to this list, we've created an archive of past update emails here.

 

The Chisos Circle is an ecosystem of individuals and resources helping Chisos
entrepreneurs build their businesses and helping Chisos grow. By growing the

Circle we increase the odds of finding the right connection or resource that can help

an entrepreneur's business move forward.

 

Ask of the Community - Last week we open sourced our CISA terms sheet. Our goal

in doing this was to 1) raise awareness of our alternative funding method and 2)

allow others to review and iterate on the CISA to drive uptake and acceptance of the

instrument. Please take a second to interact with our announcements on
Twitter and LinkedIn. (like, comment, share, retweet).
 

Thank you to those that made LP intros earlier this month. We are making the same

request this month. We need intros to potential Fund II LPs (accredited investors

writing checks of $25k+).

Critical Updates

We made three new Fund II investments:

Dr. Samia Kazi (BSc, M.Ed., Ph.D.) and Global Childhood Academy.

Global Childhood Academy is an all-in-one platform that empowers
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organizations and adults who serve children across the globe. The GCA

Platform is the first multilingual global hub specializing in systematically

credentialing and upskilling adults who care for, protect and educate

children- including educators, social workers, health professionals,

parents, law enforcement officers, lawyers, judges, media, and

advocates.

Adam Yorke and Vestr. Vestr is a social investing platform that connects

retail investors to top traders and experts.

Whitney Lounsbury and Just Made Treats. Just Made Treats is a clean

ingredient food brand on a mission to create a world where families can

reduce sugar and still eat cake. With desserts so tasty kids and picky

eaters won't even know they're eating healthy. 

Our FUND II investor portal is live on Securitize. Accredited investors can

view our offering materials and subscribe for investment directly through the

portal. There are still a few smaller check (<$50k) allocations available.

Details on minimums and Fund II deals can be found in the portal.

💰 Looking for co-invest deal flow? We recently created the Chisos Follow-on

Syndicate via AngelList to participate in future follow-on fundraising

opportunities from our portfolio companies. All deals will require an unrelated

3rd party investor to lead the round. Joining the syndicate requires no

commitment and allows you access to those deals in the future.

PORTFOLIO FUNDRAISING - Multiple portfolio companies are fundraising.

Please visit our Portfolio fundraising portal to learn more about each

opportunity.

Portfolio Wins & Updates 🎉

Culineer is raising on WeFunder, and was nominated for the Products that

Count award, which is quite prestigious. Please go vote:
1. Go to this link: https://productsthatcount.com/awards/

2. Click “Vote for the Winners”

3. Choose Category E, “Empower the Whole Human”

4. Use blue arrow buttons and scroll to C) Elevate Mind/Body Health.

Vizen Analytics is preparing to close 2 paid pilot programs. Vizen is currently

raising a $500k round of financing.

Entertwine closed several new partnerships and B2B customers, including a

$300k LOI. Founder, Kyiana Williams will be joining the March Launch House
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program, while pursuing an $800k fundraise.

Inclusology recently made 4 new hires, is looking to hire a sales specialist,

has raised $670,000.00 out of a $1M seed round, and recently created a

YouTube Channel dedicated to analyzing data with an inclusive lens.

Jump Start Tutoring hit 22k monthly revenue, completed the platform

protoype, and is kicking off a $1.3M pre-seed round (looking for intros to

edtech, consumer saas, and impact investors).

Thought Provoking Content

[Plenty of thought provoking news and content circulating at the moment]

Please forward this email to anyone who might be interested in what we are doing.

Always feels free to reach out with any questions or comments!

 

Best Regards, 

Will Stringer & Stephen Grinalds

Chisos LLC, *, Santa Monica, CA
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